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After you update the framework to Windows 10 for your Lenovo machine, if the remote
system connector isn't working accurately, it could be because of flawed Wifi drivers.
Guidelines in this post would help settle the Lenovo Wifi driver issues for Windows 10. 

You may have seen that the remote system connector is recorded in Device Manager
with a yellow imprint on it. 

Furthermore, take a stab at the following techniques: 

Strategy 1: Uninstall the Driver 

1. In Device Manager, right-click on the remote connector name and select Uninstall. 
2. Snap OK catch to affirm the
uninstallation. On the off chance that you
see a container alongside "Erase the driver
programming for this gadget.", check the
case at that point click OK catch. 
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Strategy 2: Update the Driver 

There are 2 choices for you to refresh the driver: 

Choice 1: Update the Driver Manually 
Choice 2 (Recommended): Update the Driver Automatically 

Strategy 1: Update the Driver Manually 

Go to Lenovo's legitimate site to download the most recent Windows, 10 Wifi driver, as
indicated by your PC model. 

Following advances are for your reference on how to download the driver from
Lenovo. 

1. Go to Lenovo support focus where you can download drivers and programming. 
2. Have your item distinguished consequently or type the item name in the hunt box. At that
point, you will be coordinated to the Drivers and Software download page. 

3. Select Component to Networking Wireless LAN and Operating System to the
framework rendition introduced on your PC (For example, Windows 10 64-bit). At that point,
accessible sound drivers will be recorded for you to download. On the off chance that you
see a few download alternatives, distinguish and download the most recent one. 

The downloaded driver record will be in the self-installer group. After download finishes,
simply double tap on the document and adhere to the on-screen guidelines to introduce the
driver. 

Note on the off chance that you can't discover Windows 10 drivers in your PC download
page, your PC model might not have been tried for Windows 10. Visit Lenovo's particular
page to check if your PC has been tried by Lenovo for Windows 10 or not. 
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More Info: https://tinyurl.com/yxrdvr8v
or
Contech Us: +1-855-999-4811
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